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This photo was taken at Mansfield College where we won the "Ladies' Choice" award. Were the only 

Austin 7 there amongst Bentleys, Rolls Royces, Vauxhalls and the like making us the smallest car 

present. 

                    Bob and Sue 

 

 



These are the present committee members. If you have a query please 

contact one of them as they are here for you. 

Opinions expressed in the magazine are those of their authors and do not necessarily represent the 

views of the Committee or Members 

Meetings held the last Wednesday of the month, Old Silhillians Rugby Club, Knowle (Jct 5 M42)         

January Alternative Bring and Buy January 27th        

   Let your unwanted items make money for the club and 

delight others!!  Bring any item, in good condition, no longer 

needed to the club night and bring your money to buy! 

 It`s a great way to recycle and help your club. 
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recycle  and  

                      A Happy New Year from Ken and Sheila Turner 

Hope you had a Happy Christmas and Happy New Year 

Elaine and Ian Devey  

      A prosperous New Year to all, John and Alison Roberts 

Bet wishes for a Happy and Healthy New Year from Lesley 
and Keith Marriner 

       Happy New Year to all   John Ward 

      Best wishes for a Happy New Year John and Jill Philps 

Best wishes for the New Year, Happy Sevening Sandy and 
Andy     

 Best wishes for the New Year, Sue and Clive Danks 

    Very Best wishes for the New Year from Jenny and Brem 

Happy New Year to everyone from Nigel and        Bishop 

  Very best wishes for the New Year from Brian Thompkins 

New Years wishes to you from Edith Tibbs  

Our best wishes to all for the New Year Bob and Norma 
Bickley.  

(I hope I haven`t  forgotten anyone , please let me know if I have.) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many thanks to those who donated to the £60 we have sent to 
the British Heart Foundation in lieu of Christmas cards. I 
apologise that these are now New Year wishes. (If we do it     
next year we need to start at the AGM!) 

This is the card the British Heart Foundation sent us with thanks 

for our donation. 



 Happy New Year to all our readers.   And despite the current 

rather damp weather, I hope we can look forward to some sunny periods when your 

investment in an Austin can really be appreciated and enjoyed.   

 Details of the Churchill Vintage and Classic Car Show on 5th June , should be out 

soon.    In case you do not receive the entry form, contact David Chambers on 01608 658603 

or email dhc@freezone.co.uk.  It is an excellent event with 450 + entries.Something to 

interest everyone.    There are a number of events listed elsewhere in this newsletter and 

you may notice that they are predominantly south of Birmingham.     This is largely because 

a number of us live south of B'ham.   Surely those living to the West of B'ham (or East or 

even North) could add their events too. Either way there are events to suit all tastes and if 

the summer is as dry as this winter is wet, we should have some good days out. 

 I think that everyone who went to the Christmas party at the Old Sils would have 

been seriously disappointed by the meal. Cold plates, very dry chicken, small portions, they 

even had to be persuaded to cook more chips when they ran out, the 'don't care, don't want 

to be here' attitude of the server.... the list goes on.  A strong letter has gone to the Old Sils 

with these and other complaints, so we await their response.   The company, the 

camaraderie, the quiz and the feely bags and the humour were all great despite that meal.     

Much thought is required for Christmas '16. 

 Don't forget it's the Bring and Buy night this coming Club night, 27th January.   So 

come along, Bring your unwanted Xmas gifts and Buy something useful. It`s  all for club 

funds. 

It is B----- cold in my garage right now, so like many of you without heated playpens, I have 

temporally retired from the 'jobs to be done over the winter' and I have retreated to heated 

areas of the house. If it is going to be as bad as they say, some of those tasks may have to 

wait until nearer Spring. 

Hope to see some of you at the Bring and Buy and that you all enjoy an active year with your 

Austin 7.                                                          ATB    Brem 

  

************************************************************************** 

 

Thank you for the supportive letter from Brian Thomkins, 

 and a comment on the LED bulbs mentioned in the last news letter 

“I understand they will not dip, is this correct? If this is the case, it would fail 

it`s MOT.”  

Any answers?   ED 



A BOXINGDAY TRIP ON CONTRYLANES WITH THE M.A.7.  
CLUB.   Greg Daniel 

 
As you can’t have a Rally etc. without a lot of by your leave sir, so we called it a trip.  On Sunday the 
27th December @ 10am a single A7 turned up, however, we were joined by 7 proper vintage cars 
and an early Mini Countryman and a Sunbeam Rapier. So why did no other A7s turn up? 
The day started in a mist and a bit damp, but spirits were high and so we set off with Chris Johns in 
the lead in his bright orange Pick Up, the brightest light of the day. 
They were soon climbing Rose Hill as a taster of what was to follow, then after a few vague 
directions they found themselves driving past the gorgeous houses on Stony Lane, Grange Road and 
onto Lilly Green Road and further property to admire. By now the mist had thinned a little but still 
the drizzle came and went. Turning down Weatheroak  Hill, a turn missed by Chris in his A7 Pick Up,  
they should have turned onto Ickneild Street, as the directions seemed a little vague, to my surprise 
they all made it, then to be confronted with the muddiest, most flooded hill on the route, after a run 
through Tanworth, into the backend of Earlswood, past the Reservoir, and finally finishing at the Red 
Lion, I caught up with them sitting in front of a roaring fire the at which point the participant were 
the given a quiz to attempt, with a bottle of wine for the first to complete all questions. Everyone 
seemed to have had an enjoyable day, hopefully, next time we get more A7s in attendance.  
Wishing you all a happy New Year.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boxing Day Gathering    ( take two!)     by Chris Johns 

Greg Daniel very kindly resurrected the much missed (at least by me) Boxing Day Run. This year it 

was on the Sunday after Boxing Day. A wise decision as many people are committed with family on 

Boxing Day itself. 

We all met up at Cofton Park on the mild but slightly damp Sunday morning.  After a warming cup of 

coffee Sue and I had a browse around the stunning cars that turned up. These included a beautifully  

patinated two seat Bentley, a very elegant Hotchkiss, two Trojans an MG PA, a Sunbeam Rapier,  and 

returning to it’s roots, a woody Mini Traveller and as we pulled out of the car park two more arrived 

an early Chrysler and an equally old MG – but only one Austin Seven!  We all dutifully signed on and 

set off up Rose hill, the long climb used to test the stamina of many a Longbridge product. Crossing 

 



the motorway we headed off into the country lanes through Burcot and beyond. There was a 

surprising amount of traffic for a wet Sunday after Christmas, but we were soon off into the depths 

of Worcestershire where few venture to go. The roads were very slippery but despite the immense 

power from the 750cc engine the old girl managed without mishap. After a couple of wrong slots we 

found ourselves back on route on the old part a Iknield Street.  Iknield Street is very narrow and 

undulating and set between high banks and with the recent heavy rain was very muddy and in places 

very flooded. But these  sort of conditions are no problem for an Austin Seven and she didn’t miss a 

beat. 

After a lovely run of about 30 miles (a bit more for us) we all ended up at the Red Lion in Earlswood 

for  much deserved refreshment.  But all was still not over. Greg had devised a very challenging quiz.  

With a bit of cooperation with other teams most of the devious clues were sorted out.  After a very 

enjoyable hour or so in the pub chatting to everyone about every subject under the sun (including, 

of course, cars) we set off home, arriving safely back, just in time for tea. 

A  lovely day.  See what you all missed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A  big  thank you to all those members who attended the Classic Car Show at the NEC. 

Especially those who loaned cars, laid carpets, assembled backdrops, organised, display 

items, Fetched and carried, got lost going home, got lost coming in, and generally joined in. 

If you still have badges, or anything else form the show, please return to Andy Lowe.                        

Best Wishes and thanks, Andy 

****************************************************************

Note from the Ed.  I am pleased to say I have received a lot of articles 

this month and am unable to print them all this month. I will carry them 

over. The cut off date to send articles for next month is February 4th  

 



Classic Cars on the Piazza at Bracley December 27th                          

2015 ,  from John Tibbets and Angela Hawker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have established our own place by the war memorial! We had to battle with flooded roads 

to get to Brackley but we wanted to support the event because we know how much effort 

goes into the organisation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We had no sooner opened the back doors than John was surrounded by interested 

people. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A line up of the more modern cars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And yet more cars - a good collection of  classics 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rain did not deter the real enthusiasts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Rover 

Sports Car 

was an 

early 

arrival 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Coffee and mince pies and 

sausage rolls were available in the 

Town Hall for a donation to Marie 

Curie. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

We went back out to the van and more people gathered round John to hear about his display. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More pre forties arrived but because of the awful weather there were not as many as 

usual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We Austin Seven stalwarts stayed almost to the bitter end but everyone was leaving early so 

we left at 1.30pm instead of 2pm and splashed our way home. We had a great time with 

friends old and new chatting and laughing and ignoring the rain.  



A note from our DVLA sec Ron Rudge 

I have had a letter from DVLA stating that a new body will require a 'Q' plate. They are investigating 

recent applications. The Bugatti owners club are due to have their own meeting with the DVLA on 3rd 

December. I have had a long conversation with the chairman of the BOC, a personal friend, in the last 

few days. I gather all the fireworks to DVLA were created by the Federation (fbhvc.co.uk). As I 

understand things, I may be wrong....the federation gave the DVLA 48 examples of what they regarded 

as wrong. We wait to see what happens. I can assure you the BOC is furious...I do have to disclose a 

link with the BOC. My old Patrick Collection Chummy now lives with the BOC...Joy had seen far too 

many chum's overturn and was well put off by them. I have to report her biggest accident was in a 

Riley 12/4 which overturned at least 6 times on the VSCC Lakeland Trial. The driver forgot to turn the 

brakes back on at the top of the hill. Riley's have adjustable brakes in the cockpit for both foot and 

handbrake,. He always turned the brakes off when he went off up the hill because of chassis 

flex...Hence my old chum now lives along many  many more expensive models I would make the point 

our '38 Opal is far better than the Chum.. 

The DVLA have recently updated their INF26 booklet which is available online. They know state that 

anything under 25 years of age qualifies for a 'q' plate. How does that date a body? There may be 

obvious observations of new ash and equally new fabric coverings, which is only the same as a re-

spray. At the end of the day, how do we record such observations? Why should an indication of new 

ash be a marker for a new body?  Ash is just a marker of needed replacement as is a new brake lining. 

They all wear out! I intend to look at each situation on a case by case situation. Please email me if you 

have any thoughts. 

rdrrudge@blueyonder.co.uk 

tel01564730188 

************************************************************************ 

Rally scene 2015.     By Rikk Harrison 

Composing this article the outside temperatures barley above freezing I muse on another 

successful year. With 24 events attended not to mention Triumph sport six club, Heart of 

England, Armstrong Sidley, Midland Austin 7 club, I now report on the Classic car show at 

the NEC, being the last event of the season for us. 

November. Saturday 14th. Unfortunately MVPS were not invited which is doubly 

disappointing as I well remember last year their representative apologising for the miniscule 

postage stamp size of the allotted floor space, suggesting a better and more prominent one 

for this year. Supporting The Midland Austin 7 club on this occasion I will no doubt bump 

into MVPS members.   

Spreading over halls 1-5 including the pavilion it was comforting to be in familiar 

surroundings. For me the appeal is still evident as foot falls of the paying public bore 

witness. Some of the more recognised Marques were conspicuous by their absence, 

Armstrong Sidley to name but one. They may be their next year. Porsche was more than 

well represented with two clubs, both in prominent positions. So much could be committed 

to print, but I will leave you with some snaps of the day.  

mailto:rdrrudge@blueyonder.co.uk


 

 

 

Jenson bodied Austin A40 

sports beautiful condition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 TR, in need of some 

tender loving care. About 

two years is the estimate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An early C Type van, on the Pre war A7 stand. Unfortunately all photographs taken of MA7C 

stand were of a very poor quality, probably due to the lighting. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An absolutely stunning MG cabriolet. The owner can leave it in my garage any time. 

 

 

 

The Beast of Turin, 1907 27 

Litre 4 cylinder. Four foot 

flames leave the exhaust so 

don't stand behind it, and ear 

defenders are mandatory if you 

want to preserve your hearing. 

Got room for this one? 

 

 

On a lighter note, when not engaged in car events we also participate with our dogs at all 

the major dog shows. 

Here they are between 

shows in relaxed mode. 

Tara and Max enjoying 

the sun shine. 

 A Happy New Year to 

you all. 

Rikk Harrison................. 



I don`t know if I ever gave Rikk his few “minutes of fame” in print? Well here he is 
receiving The Editor`s Award at the start of the Autumn Leaves Run 

 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

For Sale 

1938 Austin Big 7    In very good condition, for sale in Ireland; delivery can 

be arranged      Contact : Pat Barry  00353 2044520 

For Sale   from an e mail received by Brem 

Il 31/dic/2015 13:55 lovatomarco.ml@gmail.com ha scritto: 

Hi to you, 

the car is an Austin Big 7 registered in English Austin Register (see web site) year 1938 

engine 900cc perfect in any its part and piece dressed like an Austin Huster (modified this 

one in year 1989), so it's very rare and beautiful, better then in pictures. Car is in Tuscany 

(near Arezzo city), yesterday afternoon I drive with my friend and to drive on the hills is a 

nice experience, all is fine. This car is also registered here in Italy with ASI documents (like 

historic fine cars). 

Look this pictures about yesterday         Request is about 35-40.000 Euro 

See you,  Marco                   +39 377 2715360 (mobile phone)  lovatomarco.ml@gmail.com 
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Autoworld – Brussels      from Andy Lowe 

The Autoworld Museum, that is now in the centre of Brussels, originated from the Mahy 

Collection which was built up by Ghislain Mahy.  Orinally the collection was at Ghent in the circus 

winter quarter but out grew that. 250 vehicles are now on display in the centre of Brussels at one 

side of the exhibition hall at Cinqauntanire Park. The other side is a military and aviation museum. 

The pair of magnificent buildings were built either side of a square for the 1880 Great Exhibition. 

 

 

 

 

The collection also has The Mahymobiles 
Automobile Museum in Leuze-en-Hainaut 
where it displays 300 vehicles and has a 
reserve collection of 700. 

 

Arranged under the glass 
roof and on balconies 
along the sides are cars, 
motorbikes and 
commercials vehicles of 
all types. 

There are two Austin 7’s 
on display. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not always what you expect! 



Across the square is the mirror image exhibition hall with Aviation and military displays 

 The balcony had displays of 

earlier aircraft and ballooning. Some 

of the exhibits are under restoration 

 

Combined with the aircraft are military 

displays which feature small arms, and all 

sorts of weapons and uniforms including 

outside in a courtyard, lorries and tanks. 



There 

seemed 

to be 

drums 

from 

every 

regiment 

gathered 

together, 

this is 

only one 

showcase. There were several others! 

Amazingly the military and aviation 

museums were free to visit, as they 

were operate by volunteers. WELL 

DONE them I say!  

No visit to Brussels is complete without a visit 

to THE statue of course. But maybe he should 

have used one of these, which were there in 

preparation for the next day`s Gay Pride 

parade. 



This is an article conceived by the late John Cookson and kindly given to me 

to share with you by John Russell 

                           Cherished    CHUMMY 
John Russell farms                                                                                             which had involved 
 900 acres in the Vale                                                                                        fitting a pickup body,  
of Evesham. Nestling                                                                                         and finally as a  
in his farm workshop                                                                                        plaything for son  
are two superb Sevens,                                                                                    Mark. The rolling 
a 1927 Chummy                                                                                          
( OP5283) and a 1935                                                                                                  chassis was given to                                                                                                                                      
PD two-seater                                                                                                               the late John Wilcock 

(AYC 191). Both have                                                                                        who, at the time had 
 regularly appeared on  
Club                                                                                                                      one of the largest 
 events, including the                                                                                        collections of Austin  
Cotswold Run                                                                                                     Sevens in the  
and the newer Autumn Leaves                                           Midlands. Sadly John Wilcock died in  
Run. Granddaughter Charlotte                                           the millennium year and when  
Usually takes the wheel                                                       dispersing the collection, friends  
of the PD while “Grandad” opts for the Chummy           decided that OP5283 should be 
 with granddaughter Harriet as his navigator.                 returned to the Russell family. 
John`s affection for OP5283 is hardly surprising             John set about a total restoration 
When we learn that the little Chummy was his               with renewed enthusiasm aided by  
everyday transport, when he studied at Gloucester       the fact that a new body and a petrol 
College of Agriculture, some fifty years ago.                    tank had arrived with the Chummy`s  
They did go their separate ways in 1975 by which          remains.    
 time the Chummy had deteriorated quite                       The restoration of OP5283 is a story        
badly having served as a farm hack,                                   in itself but the end result, after        
                                                                                                   three year`s work, is a very    
                                                                                                   desirable little Chummy that is  
                                                                                                  unlikely ever to leave the Russell      
                                                                                                   Family again.                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



              
 

Chassis: complete, including new brakes, kingpins, steering bushes and new tyres, 

tubes etc. Petrol tank repaired, Bowden cable front brakes, all painted. 

Engine: complete rebuild using Dave Flake block, tested and run on test bed. 

Body: new panels include complete floor, wheel arch inners, boot floor, rear panel, 

new sills, and outer body panels where needed, all welded in place and painted. Body 

needs panel finishing. Wings and running boards need fitting. 

Parts still required: headlamps, wiring loom, exhaust. All other parts there. 

With original registration and a photographic record of the rebuild to date. £4500 
T 01675 463806 

*******************************************************

 

 

 

 

 
 
Austin 7 AH 4 Seat Tourer 1932, 4 speed .  
Hood, side screens & interior trim good, runs well, needs some tidying but ready to go! 
Used for our daughter`s wedding, but now needs a good home due to another project. 

£8,000 ono. Details from Keith Marriner 01455 636926 or 07961323304 

 

FOR SALE Oxyacetolene welding torch set (no gas bottles) 

On homemade small trolley, full gauge set, extra long tubing, cutting torch 

£55  contact Keith 07961323304 

 

 

 



 



The Defford Air Day 2016 has been fixed for Saturday 25th June 
2016.  This event attracts many vintage planes to what was a secret wartime 
airfield (RAF DEFFORD) connected with Croome Court.  The organisers invite 
the public to attend and owners of classic, vintage and veteran cars are 
particularly welcome.  I believe that entry is free and you are encouraged to 
bring your own refreshments although hot dog stands etc will be there.  You 
can even dig out your 1940s clothes and dress up for the day!  Anyone who 
wishes to attend is asked to contact the Secretary MA7C by e-mail so that he 
can give approximate numbers to the organisers to help to plan parking.” 
  

Forecast of events for 2016 

 Wed 24 Feb: Film or Talk 

 Wed 30 Mar: Bring 'n Buy 

 Sun 24 Apr: Drive it Day (tbc) and Cotswold Rally 

 Wed 27 Apr: Noggin 'n Natter 

 Sun 22 May: Stanford Hall Rally (tbc) 

 Wed 25 May: Bring an Interesting Item Evening 

 Wed 29 Jun: Evening Rally (location tbd) 

 Sun 17 Jul: National Trust Rally ( See Below) 

 Wed 27 Jul: Evening Rally (Fleur de Lys?) 

 Wed 31 Aug: Noggin 'n Natter 

 Wed 28 Sep: AGM 

 The club has been invited to Upton House on Father's 

day weekend to display a few cars at their motoring festival on June 

18th and 19th. The club is likely to have this year`s main National Trust 

rally at Upton House, near Edgehill, between Stratford and Banbury on 

Sunday 17th July. Confirmation and more details to follow. 

Andy Lowe 

Don`t forget Alternative Bring and Buy 

27thJan.  We can`t do it without YOU! 



With grateful thanks to George and  the Dorset Austin7 Club 
 
Technical Stuff. 
 

Dear Sevener,  

When you realise there may be a little too much play in the steering, don't think the worst. 

Frequently the problem lies with the Draglink ball and cup system in the Drag link bar. As 

the ball and cups wear they need not necessarily require replacing unless the gap between the 

cup has closed completely. If there is still a gap the problem could be improved with new 

springs. The illustration shows a worn spring and a new spring. Replace the springs and the 

situation is likely to improve dramatically. 

Don't ignore the problem. Fix it yourself if you can, or ask for help from member services or 

a friend. 

 If,  after new springs are fitted, the play is still too severe then look into the matter further 

until the problem is identified.  George 

 

 

 

************************************ 

 

19th April 2015 - 110th anniversary of the Austin Motor Company  
The contact for the A7OC’s Austins to Brighton Run email address for info is 

ausseven@ntlworld.com . Entry forms can be downloaded 

fromaustinsevenownersclub.com                                                                               . 

 

*********************************************** 

Did I mention 27th Jan Alternative Bring and Buy? 


